
Have open and honest conversations with your students about your expectations
regarding artificial intelligence apps and their use in your courses. Start with a
discussion on artificial intelligence literary and what that means in your course. 
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Introduction / Context 
Artificial intelligence apps, such as ChatGPT, can be part of our educational toolbox just as
dictionaries, calculators, and web searches are. If we think of artificial intelligence apps as
another tool that students can use to ethically demonstrate their knowledge and learning,
then we can emphasize learning as a process not a product.

What do you know about
artificial intelligent apps? 
Have you used them before? If
you have, in what ways?
How can you ethically use
artificial intelligence apps to
support your learning?

Some guiding questions for
conversations with your students
may include: 
 

Using artificial intelligence for school work does not automatically equate to
misconduct.
Artificial intelligence can be used ethically for teaching, learning, and assessment.
Trying to ban the use of artificial intelligence in school is not only futile, it is
irresponsible.
Human imagination and creativity are not threatened by artificial intelligence.
Assessments must fit for purpose and should align with learning outcomes.
Artificial intelligence is not going anywhere. We must learn to work with new
technology, not against it. 

Six thoughts on artificial intelligence and academic integrity (Eaton, 2022): 

Co-creating class guidelines with your
students regarding the use of artificial
intelligence apps in your courses. 
Encouraging students to acknowledge
and cite when they use artificial
intelligence apps and recognizing their
efforts as there are no current citation
standards. 
Including an artificial intelligence
discussion thread to create a space to
continue the conversation with your
students.

CONSIDER



Think about your current assessments through the lens of artificial intelligence.
Consider how the course learning outcomes align with your assessments and the
potential impact of artificial intelligence apps. 

Modeling how to use artificial
intelligence apps ethically by creating
an exemplar developed by an app for
your students to critique. 
Creating writing or discussion prompts
that ask learners to apply a reading or
video to their own lives or personal
contexts that reflect current events. 
Replacing short answers, essays, and
reflections with alternative
assessments such as mind maps, oral
presentations, videos, or podcasts.

CONSIDER
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EXPLAIN

Are there small adjustments that can
be made to your course design to be
proactive with artificial intelligence
apps? 
How can artificial intelligence apps be
included in conversations with your
students or in discussions in small
groups? 
What type of assessments align best
with your course learning outcomes?
Could alternative assessments be an
option?

Guiding questions for conversations with
your students may include: 
 

EXPLORE
Use these resources to inform and support your instructional
design and artificial intelligence literacy. 
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